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Interactive
Bubble
Tube with
8-Way
Switch

The Bubble Tube plays a vital role in
Fixed - Sensory Room
sensory development as it stimulates
the visual system, facilitating the
ability to track bubbles and objects.
The constant colour change is helpful
to promote colour recognition and
visual perception, while simply gazing
at the colourful tube can create a
relaxing feeling. The interactive bubble
includes a wireless switch that allows
the individual to choose from seven
bright, vivid colours and elect to stop
and start the bubbles flowing in the
column as desired. Any of the
coloured buttons can be pressed to
make the bubble tube change colour.
Colours include red, yellow, green,
blue, orange, cyan and magenta.

Waterbed

The Waterbed is a heated water
mattress that gives complete support,
molding to the body's shape and
promoting relaxation. The heater
ensures the water mattress stays at
the desired temperature.

Fixed - Sensory Room

Fibre
Optics

Fibre Optics provide a unique
opportunity to get light close to an
individual. This safe resource offers
relaxing and calming benefits as the
bright, colourful effects aid in the
understanding of cause and effect.
The mini-LED light source is portable.

Fixed - Sensory Room

Ultimate
Fanlite

The Fanlite is a spectacular resource
that encourages vocalisation,
communication and helps develop
fundamental cause and effect skills.
An individual can whistle, shout, sing
into the microphone, clap their hands,
or stamp their feet – any noise will
bring the Fanlite to life. The Fanlite
can be adjusted to show different
light displays and has a range of
interactive settings.

Fixed - Sensory Room

Tactile
Panel

The wooden board is designed to
maximise visual and tactile
stimulation for people of all ages. The
air balls, coloured wooden balls and
ball tube are ideal for motion and
colour work. While the spirals, clatter
balls and chains provide auditory and
visual stimulation. Hard and soft
textured panels and spiked balls
provide enjoyable tactile sensations
to explore. The shaped mirrors are
designed to aid communication
awareness. The balls are collected
from the collection tray below the
panel and can be placed in the
tunnels.

Fixed - Sensory Room

Ball Pit

This is no ordinary ball pit! The LED
lights illuminate the clear balls to
create a stunning visual effect. We
encourage individuals to lay down in
the ball pit, relax and look up to see a
reflective mirror and beautiful arrays
of light.

Fixed - Sensory Room

Reflective
Mirror
and
lighting
Panel

The Reflective Mirror and Lighting
Panel can be experienced from the
ball pit. The colourful array of lights
and reflections create a calming and
relaxing environment.

Fixed – Sensory Room

Sensory
Den

The Den is a small soft play den lined
with colourful fibre optic carpet. It
provides a darkened, quiet, sensory
space where individuals can crawl
into and relax while discovering a
world of twinkling LED lights. The
back mirror enhances the experience
for the individual.

Fixed - Sensory Room

LED
Magnetic
Wall

The Magnetic Wall encourages
individuals to use their imagination by
increasing creativity, promoting
problem-solving skills, colour
recognition and visual-spatial
reasoning. The LEDs allow for
different combinations of light for fun
and education, while the magnetic
Connetix tiles can assist with
developing motor skills, creativity, and
shape recognition.

Fixed - Sensory Room

Lycra
Swing

The multi-functional swing provides
sensory support individuals need to
calm and regulate their bodies. An
individual can climb into the swing,
stretch out and move around. The
swing encourages body awareness,
balance, motor planning and spatial
skills. The stretched, heavy-duty
fabric provides sensory pressure all
over and creates a fun, private space
to bounce, swing, spin or lie still while
enjoying the movement.

Fixed - Sensory Room

As the weight limit for the swing is
55kg, unfortunately, this is only
available for children.
LED
Magnetic
Wall

The LED wall allows different
combinations of light colours and
themes.
The magnetic wall allows individuals
to use magnets to increase creativity,
problem solving skills, colour
recognition and visual spatial
reasoning.

Fixed – Sensory Room

Ceiling
Hoist
System

The Ceiling Hoist System allows anyone Fixed – Sensory
Room Swing not
who requires mobility assistance to
access the sensory room and enjoy all provided
the equipment.
Hoist users must provide their own
sling and have a competent, fully
trained person with them to use the
hoist.

Ultra
Violet Bar

The directional light from the Ultra
Violet Bar produces a stunning,
vibrant effect, bringing relaxation and
stimulation to individuals.

Fixed - Sensory Room

Mirror Ball

The Mirror Ball creates multiple
shafts of light that dance around the
room when a pinspot is shone into
the ball. Ideal for promoting tracking
skills in any darkened environment
while creating a captivating visual
effect.

Fixed - Sensory Room

Water
Effects

The Water Wave Light Effect is a
vivid, LED lighting system that
projects a realistic water effect onto
any surface, perfect for creating an
ambient atmosphere.

Fixed - Sensory Room

Solar LED
Projection

The Projector can help create
different visual stimulations, images,
mood, themes and colours
throughout the Sensory Room.

Fixed – Sensory Room

Solar LED
Projection

The slowly rotating projector images
create a blanket of colour and
movement. The themes available
are Plants, Woodland, Space, Coral
Reef and Africa.

Fixed - Sensory Room

Acrylic
Mirror

The Acrylic Mirror draws individuals in
for observation of themselves and
objects. The convex mirror dome
provides a distorted and fun view.

Fixed - Sensory Room

Mood
Lights
( Triangle,
Square,
Prism)

These lights can help create a sensory Floating –
Sensory Room
calming experience while stimulating
creativity, capturing imagination and
colour recognition The lights can flash,
strobe and change colour. The shapes
are portable and durable.

Bolster
and Barrel
Set

Floating The Soft Play Bolster and Barrel Set
Sensory Room
provides various types of sensory
input, including tactile, visual,
proprioceptive and vestibular. Soft play
equipment can help develop gross
motor skills, hand-eye coordination,
and balance skills through play. Rolling
over the plug and crawling through the
tunnel increases balance and
coordination. These pieces can be used
together for educational purposes or
separately to create an obstacle
course.

Rainbow
Bridge

The Rainbow Bridge can help develop
gross motor skills, hand-eye
coordination, and balance skills
through play.

Cross the
River Set

The HART Cross the River Set combines Floating Sensory Room
multiple elements to create an
entertaining obstacle which teaches
balance, coordination and spatial
awareness. The pieces can be held
together as a solid structure or used
separately to create various
configurations.

Floating Sensory Room

Foam
Stepping
Stones Set

The HART Foam Stepping Stones are Floating great for developing gross motor skills Sensory Room
such as balance and coordination. They
come in various sizes and colours and
can be used for sitting, climbing or as
part of an obstacle course.

Landing
Mats

The Landing Mat allows a soft and
supportive surface for individuals to
work and play.

Crash Mat

The Crash Mats provide much needed Floating heavy support work and deep pressure Sensory Room
input.

KloudSac

The therapeutic dream-foam filling of Floating –
the KloudSac provides proprioceptive Sensory Room
(deep pressure) sensory input to calm
the nervous system, help self-regulate
emotions and curve challenging
behaviours while having an organising
effect for many individuals. The foamfilled therapy stimulates deep touch
pressure on the body's joints and
muscles, providing sensory input to
calm individuals who experience stress
and anxiety.

Peanut
Ball

The Peanut Balls are great for
individuals who struggle with
balance (vestibular input),
developmental delays, gross motor
skills, low muscle tone, coordination,
sensory seeking behaviours and
attention challenges.

Floating Sensory Room

Floating Sensory Room

Curved
Balance
Board

The Curved Balance Board helps
improve mental concentration by
teaching individuals to keep their
centre of gravity aligned over the
bottom of the support. Challenging
their balance forces their brain's left
and right halves to communicate
more, thus boosting coordination and
challenging neuro-muscular
communication. The board helps
improve strength and coordination by
challenging multiple muscles and
joints to stabilise.

Floating Sensory Room

Play
Tunnel

The Play Tunnel is a wonderful way to
encourage gross motor skills like
crawling and rolling; this is an
excellent addition to an obstacle
course.

Storage

Weighted
Snake

The Weighted Snake is the perfect
buddy for an individual. The snake is
designed to give deep pressure input
and can be wrapped around the
body or coiled up comfortably on an
individual's lap.

Storage Weighted/
Vibration Box

Weighted
Blanket

The Weighted Blankets filled with soft
micro-glass beads provide an
opportunity for deep pressure
calming input. The weight of the
blanket serves as deep touch therapy,
stimulating the deep touch receptors
all over an individual's body that
promote a more grounded and safe
feeling.

Storage Weighted/
Vibration Box

Metallic
Assorted
Mini
Blocks

The Metallic Building Blocks are
light and easy to hold. The beautiful
set of shapes will engage play,
design, stacking and construction.

Storage Metallic Mini
Block Box

Fidget Soft
and Spikey
Kit

The Fidget Soft and Spikey Kit is a
Storage - Tactile Box
selection of fidget tools with soft
spikes containing balls that can be
turned inside-out (putting the points in
the middle).

Body sock
(Large
Red, Small
Blue)

The Lycra Suits offer a truly
unique tactile, proprioceptive and
deep pressure experience.

Storage - Body
Socks Box

Lycra
Tunnel

The pressure provided by the Lycra
Tunnel around an individual’s body
can result in deep pressure touch
stimulation. This stimulation releases
serotonin in the brain, helping children
and adults relax, concentrate on a
task, and moderate their sensory
input. Individuals can develop and
practice bilateral coordination, motor
planning, body awareness, tactile
discrimination, gross motor skills and
core body strength.

Storage - Body
Socks Box

Time
Timer

The Time Timer Plus – 60 Minute
helps teach individuals the concept of
elapsed time and manage the stress
of transitions by showing “how much
longer”.

Storage Timers/mirror

River
Stepping
Stones

The River Stepping Stones are great
Storage for coordination, estimating distances, Stepping Stones
and conquering fears of jumping on or Box
off objects. Each river stone has three
sides of varying angles and six rubber
buttons underneath, guaranteeing
non-slip stability.

Glow in
Dark Ball

The Glow in the Dark Ball is a large,
soft stress ball full of high-quality
foam, which gives these balls a
wonderful soft feel. This is a popular
fidget and calming tool, and it is also
a great way to work on fine motor
development and hand strength.

Storage - Tactile Box

Turtle
Vibrating
Cushion

The Turtle Vibrating Cushion is a
lightweight, colourful animal cushion
that offers a gentle vibration when
sat on, hugged or squeezed. This
encourages the body to calm and
relax and is excellent for those with
anxiety. The cushion is a great
resource for individuals who have
trouble sitting calmly for extended
periods.

Storage Weighted/
Vibration Box

Magnetic
Connetix
Tiles

Designed to be used on the LED
Magnetic Wall, the Connetix Tiles
allow individuals to construct 2D and
3D shapes, using their imagination
and creativity to play and build. The
magnetic tiles encourage cognitive
development, spatial awareness, fine
and gross motor skills and hand-eye
coordination. The tiles also help
children build knowledge around
scientific and mathematical concepts
– all through play.

Storage Connetix Tiles

Balance
Cushion

The Balance Cushion is an inflatable
circular cushion designed to assist
with balance when standing on it. As
a seating aid, it provides much
needed vestibular input.

Storage - Fidget

Textured
Mitten

The Sensory Mittens are great for
individuals who have tactile
defensiveness or sensitivity. They are
great for creative play, touch
exploration and sensory integration.

Storage - Fidget

Tactile
Ring

The squeezable Tactile Rings are
great for sensory feedback, building
strength in the hands, releasing
tension or just as a tactile fidget toy.

Storage - Fidget

